
Editor’s Note

This issue represents a sampling of work on a topic of incontrovertible popu-
larity in recent years: affect. Gathering these six articles, I hope to give some
sense of the range of scholarly research being conducted on affect in the field
of drama and theatre studies.

The first two articles explore the question of affect in drama. In her ana-
lysis of August Strindberg’s The Black Glove, Sarah Balkin argues that Strind-
berg’s approach to non-human stage matter – forged in the crucible of his
experiments with alchemy and alongside his interest in Spinozan monism –

provides key lessons for present-day materialisms. In his examination of Tony
Kushner and Jeanine Tesori’s Caroline, or Change, Stephen Low argues that
Kushner and Tesori contrast the inadequacy of guilt with the efficacy of
shame in the battle against white privilege. The next two articles shift our
emphasis to the affect of specific performers. Sharon Marcus investigates the
performance techniques that Sarah Bernhardt used to thrill and sometimes
overwhelm her audiences, contrasting the actor’s “exteriority effects” with the
much-discussed “interiority effects” of star female performers. Denise Varney
analyses the extra-literary significations and somatic effects of three perfor-
mances from a century later: Katharina Schüttler’s in Hedda Gabler, directed
by Thomas Ostermeier; Isabelle Huppert’s in Un tramway, directed by
Krzysztof Warlikowski; and Cate Blanchett’s in Gross und Klein, directed
by Benedict Andrews. The final two articles, by Corey Wakeling and Kellen
Hoxworth, shift our focus again, to the audience’s experience of such affective
performances. Wakeling describes his reaction to Lisa Dwan’s performances
in Beckett’s Not I, Footfalls, and Rockaby, which he experienced as inducing
an empathetic spectatorship that pre-empts the psychoanalytic gaze that
might otherwise train itself on such “hysterical” female characters. Hoxworth
finds in the theatre an antithetical potential: analysing the audience’s experi-
ence of the musical The Book of Mormon, he shows how an affective bond
can be forged among spectators exactly at the expense of the religious and
racial others displayed on stage.

These three lines of argumentation – about the play, about the perfor-
mance, and about the reception – traverse the journal’s historical terrain.
Three articles consider canonical figures from modern drama: Bernhardt
(1844–1923), Strindberg (1849–1912), and Beckett (1906–89). The other
three consider works of twenty-first-century performance: Caroline, or Change
premiered in 2003; Ostermeier’s, Warlikowski’s, and Andrews’s productions,
in 2005, 2009, and 2011, respectively; and The Book of Mormon, in 2011.



But this organization is less tidy than I have suggested. Each article reaches
outward from its central focus, weaving together text, performance, and
reception (as well as past and present) in a manner appropriate to affect,
whose ability not only to bridge diverse subjects but also to defy precise defi-
nition stands at the heart of these investigations.

Some of these articles were developed at the “Literature and Affect” con-
ference of the Australasian Association for Literature, held 2–4 July 2014 at
the University of Melbourne, Australia. I am grateful to two of the organizers,
Sarah Balkin and Corey Wakeling, for bringing the work of this conference
and its presenters to my attention and to Modern Drama.

– R. DARREN GOBERT




